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Foreword by Norman Jorgensen
Chairman of the Overview and Scrutiny Management
Committee

At the end of the 2009/10 municipal year it was proposed that it would be bene-
ficial to users of the Council’s services if we focused more attention on a man-
ageable number of the Council’s key activities. The scope of the panels was
changed and during 2010/11 three panels have operated covering

• Corporate Services
• Children’s Services and
• Community Partnerships

Each has undertaken a significant body of work and covered important areas such as

a) making recommendations on the governance structure of the newly formed local
authority owned company charged with the re-development of Wokingham Town Centre,

b) scrutiny of School Improvement activities and
c) making recommendations regarding flooding and water management.

The Overview and Scrutiny Management Committee oversee the work of these panels and also
undertake a work programme. The Committee has had a number of briefings and conducted
reviews on issues either previously agreed by Executive or due to go to Executive for decisions.

The Committee and Panels have no delegated decision making powers however they influence by
challenging and advising those shaping strategy and policy and by making recommendations to
the Executive. Details of the work of the Committee and of each panel are contained in this
report.

The Overview and Scrutiny Management Committee at each meeting conducts a review of
Council performance against Key Performance Indicators and where it was felt necessary has
monitored the implementation and completion of improvement plans. Of particular concern
throughout this last year has been the number of young people who are neither in full time
employment nor receiving formal education / training.

I am pleased to report that the Council has been able to move away from the requirement
imposed by the previous Government to report on a multitude of national indicators towards
indicators aligned with local priorities and concerns. Overview and Scrutiny has in 2011 begun to
look at the formulation of Key Performance Indicators with the aim of ensuring these are aligned
to our priorities and are sufficiently challenging to drive continuous improvement. I hope the
Committee pursues this further during 2011/12.

I wish to record my thanks to all Councillors who have dedicated their time to the work of
Overview and Scrutiny. I also wish to thank Kevin Jacob, Madeleine Shopland, Tricia Harcourt,
Ella Hutchings, Dave Gordon and Anne Hunter of the Democratic Services Team for their support,
for condensing our musings into coherent reports and often producing documents on very tight
timescales.
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THE ROLE OF OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY

What we do
Overview and Scrutiny was introduced by the Local Government Act 2000 as part of a series of
measures that saw the replacement of the Committee system. In Wokingham, the Leader and
Cabinet model was chosen, whereby executive decision making powers are invested in a Leader
and Cabinet, (referred to as the Executive) of up to ten members having power to take decision
either collectively or individually. To counterbalance these powers, local authorities were given
Overview and Scrutiny functions which can only be exercised by councillors who are not
members of the Executive.

The Local Government Act 2000 sets out the role of Overview and Scrutiny for Councils, the
objectives of which are to:

• Holding the Executive to Account

• Policy Development and Review

• Performance Monitoring

• External Scrutiny

All councils must have at least one Overview and Scrutiny Committee. Wokingham Borough
Council operates with one Overview and Scrutiny Management Committee and three Overview
and Scrutiny Panels, but either the Management Committee or Panels may create time limited
task and finish groups if considered expedient.

The four principles of good scrutiny as identified by the Centre for Public for Public Scrutiny are:

• To provide a ‘critical friend’ challenge to decision making in the Council as well as external
authorities and agencies

• To reflect the voice and concerns of the public and its communities

• To take the lead and own the scrutiny process on behalf of the public

• To make an impact on the delivery of public services

What we do not do
Overview and Scrutiny is not a mechanism for the investigation or settling of individual
complaints for which the Council has separate processes. Nor is it able to look at individual
planning or licensing decisions. However, suggestions from residents as to wider issues that
could be looked at by overview and scrutiny are welcome.
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THE OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE TEAM

Members of Overview and Scrutiny Management Committee – 2010-2011
The Overview and Scrutiny Management Committee during 2010-2011 comprised 12 backbench
Councillors appointed by the Council according to political balance.

Each political group is now entitled to a maximum of two Councillors who can, subject to an
agreed process, substitute up to two members of the Committee or Panel and continue with a
particular issue as it proceeds.

Councillors

Norman
Jorgensen
Chairman

Steve
Chapman

David
Chopping

Stephen
Conway

Lee
Gordon-Walker

Pauline
Helliar-Symons

David
Sleight

Sue
Smith

Michael
Firmager

Tim
Holton

Vice-Chairman

Malcolm
Armstrong

Chris
Bowring
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Substitute Councillors

Overview and Scrutiny at Wokingham
Overview and Scrutiny at Wokingham Borough Council aims to provide constructive challenge by
being a ‘critical friend’ to the Council and its partners. In practice this means using the unique
insight that backbench Councillors have as representatives of their community to highlight
possible areas of improvement, highlight and congratulate achievement and contribute to the
development of future ideas.

Councillors sitting on the Overview and Scrutiny Management Committee or the Overview and
Scrutiny Panels see themselves not as the adversary of the ruling Executive or the Officer core,
but as being supportive of what is good and a robust and fair critic of anything that is not.

This is important because whilst the Overview and Scrutiny Management Committee and
Overview and Scrutiny Panels do not have any decision making powers, they do have the ability
to use the position of critical friend to influence decisions taken by the Council.

The Overview and Scrutiny Management Committee has developed a work programme for itself
and the Overview and Scrutiny Panels over the past year which is considered, and if required,
updated at each meeting. The aim is to address issues it considers to be of interest to the
Council and the community.

The work programme has to remain flexible in order that any urgent pieces of work that have
come to light, but which had not planned for, or which must be undertaken because of legislation
or because they are of sufficient importance, can be considered.

The current Terms of Reference of the Overview and Scrutiny Management Committee and
Overview and Scrutiny Panels are set out in Chapter 6 of the Wokingham Borough Council
Constitution.

Prue
Bray

Phil
Challis

Alistair
Corrie

Claire
Stretton
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OUR WORK

The work of the Overview and Scrutiny Management Committee in 2010/2011

Meetings
The Committee has met on 7 occasions against a programme of 6 scheduled meetings, and has
considered/dealt with the following business:

Consideration of ‘Call-Ins’
The Overview and Scrutiny Committee has the ability to look at decisions made by the Executive
as a collective and those made by individual Executive Members. Under the Council’s
Constitution five councillors who are not members of the Executive can request that decisions
made, but not yet implemented be reviewed. This enables the Committee to consider whether
the decision was taken appropriately. One Call-In was undertaken during the last municipal year.

• Call-In of Executive decision to approve the Wokingham Borough Parking Plan – following the
Call-In, the Committee undertook a review of the decision.

› The Committee met to consider the Call-In on 20 December 2010 and took evidence from
the Executive Member for Highways and Corporate Affairs, relevant Officers and a
representative of the Members who had lodged the Call-In notice. The Committee
considered the reasons given for the Call-In and the explanations to these points given
by the witnesses as well as the process followed in the taking of the decision;

› On balance the Committee concurred with the decision taken by the Executive to
approve the Borough Parking Plan, but asked the Executive to explore the
appropriateness of ensuring that all reports for decision make reference to the
completion of an Equality Impact Assessment so that it is clear that such an assessment
has been taken into account.

Performance Management
• Key Performance Indicator Updates - At each scheduled meeting the Committee has

considered performance management information in relation to the performance of specific
indicators regarded as being key to assessing the operation of the Council. This is the same
information that is supplied to the Council’s Executive.

› The report includes information based upon a basket of indicators decided upon locally,
indicators on targets previously agreed by the Council and its partners as part of the
Local Area Agreement, (now abolished) and indicators on performance targets required
by central Government. Those indicators with performance below target are identified
by a red traffic light and details of the action plan put in place to improve the
performance of the indicator forms part of the report presented to the Committee.

› The Committee has identified specific Key Performance Indicators which have shown a
trend of not meeting the target assigned, for example the numbers of young people not
in education, employment or training, (NEETS) or time taken to relet Council property. It
has asked for further information from Officers where it was felt to be necessary and has
sought to monitor the implementation and completion of the improvement plans. As a
result, the Committee has sought to use its influence in a way that supports the
momentum for continuous improvements and which could lead to real improvements in
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services for residents as part of its role to hold the Council to account. It has also chal-
lenged the value of collecting data on indicators of which it felt were not appropriate or
which it felt had an inappropriate focus. An example of this is the indicator set for the
number of major planning applications determined within 13 weeks. In the Committee’s
view the importance of meeting the target is secondary to considering such applications
thoroughly.

› Since the change of national Government in May 2010, the Committee has been kept
fully up to date with the implications of the Coalition Governments programme to reduce
the bureaucratic burden on local authorities of collecting national performance
management information by the abolition of many indicators included within the National
Indicator Set and the implication of the abolition of Local Area Agreements on the
collection of data.

› The Committee has looked at its process for considering performance management
information. At its meeting in January 2011, the Committee supported the Chairman’s
suggestion that in the future the relevant Executive Member should be asked to attend
scrutiny meetings in order to discuss performance of Council services within their
portfolio of responsibilities.

Scrutiny Review:
• Review of Proposals to Introduce On-Street Car Parking Charges in Wokingham Town Centre –

following a request from the Council’s Executive, the Committee undertook a major review of
draft proposals to introduce on-street car parking within Wokingham town centre.

› The Committee met on three occasions in July and August 2009 and gathered evidence
from a wide range of sources and interested parties including: local businesses and
business groups, Wokingham Town Council, Borough Ward Members, local residents and
residents’ associations, the Executive Member for Highways and Transport and relevant
Officers.

› On balance the Committee concluded that whilst there were issues around parking
enforcement the introduction of on-street car parking charges would not contribute to
retail activity within Wokingham Town Centre prior to completion of the regeneration
project, and at a time of economic recession. The Executive at its meeting of 24
September 2009 agreed with the findings of the review and decided not to proceed with
the proposals. They also took into consideration the other recommendations of the
Committee regarding the development of a Borough wide parking strategy and a parking
enforcement scheme within Wokingham town centre.

Ongoing Information Requests

One Off Briefings
• Briefing Paper on Social Care Charging Consultation – in considering the Executive Forward

Programme the Committee had asked to receive a briefing on the issue. This took place on
26 July 2010 by way of consideration of the published Executive report and the attendance of
Stuart Rowbotham, General Manger Community Care to answer questions. The briefing
covered the rationale behind the proposed introduction of social care charges in light of the
demographic trends affecting the Borough and cost pressures on the Council and the
outcome of consultation on the proposals. The Committee whilst recognising the cost pres-
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sures facing the Council, felt that the threshold for charges of £25,250 was too low and also
expressed some concern regarding the timing of the introduction of the charges in light of
central Government’s White Paper on Social Care Charging which was then expected in the
autumn. Although these comments from the Committee to the Executive were not accepted
they were taken into account by the Executive in its consideration of the proposals.

• Briefing Paper on Disability Day Opportunities Consultation - in considering the Executive
Forward Programme the Committee had asked to receive a briefing on the issue. This took
place on 26 July 2010 by way of consideration of the published Executive report and the
attendance of Stuart Rowbotham, General Manger Community Care to answer questions. The
briefing covered proposals to remodel day services for working age adults with disabilities
and in particular the future of the Westmead Day Centre in Wokingham. The Committee was
informed that although Westmead was highly regarded by those who used it, it was becoming
less used and therefore less cost effective as user’s preferences changed from using fixed
day centre bases to more flexible provision. The Committee considered the proposals and
recognised that the issues involved were difficult as those who used the services at the
Westmead Centre very much valued it, but that the Council was right to consider options for
future service provision in light of the financial circumstances and the condition of Westmead
Centre building.

• Briefing on Energy Efficiency and Draft Carbon Management Plan – following an initial
suggestion that the issue of energy efficiency be considered as a scrutiny review topic it was
decided by the Committee to pursue the matter by way of a single briefing on 21 September
2010. The Committee considered a factual paper summarising the Council’s Draft Carbon
Management Plan and Ian Gough, Energy Officer attended to answer the Committee’s
questions. The Committee was informed of the measures being taken to reduce energy
consumption and consequent emissions at the Council’s buildings, that there was considered
to be a link between air quality on health and wellbeing, the impact of National and European
legislation and joint procurement of energy which would ensure that the Council paid the
lowest possible price for energy.

• Briefing on Employment and Training Situation for 16-18 Year Olds in Wokingham - following
on from the Committee’s consideration of performance management information relating to
the number of 16-18 year olds not in education, employment or training the Committee asked
to receive further information, which it considered at its meeting on 21 September 2010. This
included a paper from Guy Masters, Service Manager Integrated Services on the measures
being taken to seek to reduce the numbers of young people within this category. The
Committee noted the actions being taken and that the situation was being more closely
monitored by the Children’s Services Overview and Scrutiny Panel as part of its remit.

• Budget Consultation – Update on Practice in Other Authorities – at its meeting on 21
September 2010, the Committee considered a report which set out the results of a high level
study of the types of public budget consultation undertaken by four other local authorities
and level of engagement with their overview and scrutiny process. The report had been
prepared following a scrutiny review suggestion by Graham Ebers, General Manager Business
Services that the Committee consider ways to undertake public budget consultation. The
view of the Committee was that although it did not feel that any value would be obtained
from looking at the 2011/2012 budget, (as the budget formulation process was already in
progress) it did wish to be involved in the 2012/2013 budget formulation process. Following
further discussion at the Committee meeting on 8 November 2010 it was agreed that through
the Chairman, the Executive would be informed of the Committee’s wish to be involved in the
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budget process in the future.

• Briefing on Wokingham Waterside Centre – at its meeting on 21 September 2010, the
Committee considered a paper setting out the history of the Waterside Centre and
subsequent matters relating to the lease of the property. This had followed a scrutiny review
suggestion that the matter be investigated by the Committee. Following discussion the
Committee made four recommendations to the Executive aimed at ensuring any lessons were
learnt and improving the handling of subsequent leases. The Executive at its meeting on 28
October 2010 accepted all of the recommendations.

• Briefing on Fishing on the River Loddon in Riverside Park – at its meeting on 8 November
2010 the Committee considered a report setting out the circumstances behind the Council’s
decision to grant a five year lease to Southlake Angling Society of fishing rights on the River
Loddon in Riverside Park Earley. This followed an official request from Earley Town Council
that the matter be investigated by the Overview and Scrutiny Management Committee
because of concerns it had relating to how the decision was made and whether the correct
procedures had been followed. Following consideration, the Committee felt that mistakes had
been made, but felt that no value would be gained by asking an Overview and Scrutiny Panel
to investigate. It did feel it would be appropriate to stress the importance of Officers being
fully cognitive of the potential for proposals to be contentious together with the democratic
sensitivities. The Committee agreed to write to the Council’s Strategic Leadership Board
setting out its view and subsequently the Chairman received a letter from the Chief Executive
Susan Law indicating that the corporate induction programme was being reviewed and
updated to provide and highlight the need for a clear understanding of the local sensitivities.

• Consideration of Draft Executive Report on Street Lighting Asset Replacement and Part Night
Operation – following a request made at the 8 November 2010 meeting the Committee
considered a draft of the Executive report to be considered on 27 January 2011 and held a
discussion with relevant Officers and the Executive Member for Highways and Corporate
Affairs about the reports proposals. Members explored the results of the part night trial with
particular reference to the nature of any crime and disorder related issues and the
anticipated benefits of the proposals to the community in terms of energy and cost savings.
The Committee was satisfied that there was not a need to make any formal recommendations
to the Executive in respect of the proposals;

• Consideration of Draft Executive Report on Off-Street Car Park Charges Review – following a
request made at the 8 November 2010 meeting the Committee considered a draft of the
Executive report to be considered on 27 January 2011 and held a discussion with relevant
Officers and the Executive Member for Highways and Corporate Affairs about the reports’
proposals. Officers explained the rationale behind the proposals to raise off-street charges
and affected car parks. A study had concluded that the Council’s off-street car parking rates
were comparatively low and that overall, the level of the retail offer within the Borough had
not significantly changed. Notwithstanding the proposals set out with the report, the
Committee was pleased to note remarks from the Executive Member that he intended to
propose to the Executive that no increase in charges be made to town centre off-street car
parks. The Committee was satisfied that there was not a need to make any formal
recommendations to the Executive in respect of the proposals;

• Briefing on Connect Community Care – following a request made at the 18 January 2011
meeting the Committee received a briefing from Stuart Rowbotham, Strategic Director
Commissioning on the establishment of a local authority trading company by the Council in
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order to provide adult social care services. Included within the Agenda was a copy of the
report as approved by the Executive which set out the case for the establishment of the
company. The Committee was informed that the establishment of a social care local
authority trading company represented the continuation of changes in the way the Council
delivered adult social care services that had their origin in the development of individual
budgets and the Putting People First programme. The Committee was generally supportive
of the case and goals in establishing the company, but sought reassurance on controls to
ensure continued quality of service, the governance arrangements of the company, the
transfer of assets and lease of property between the Council and the company and
managerial costs.

Standard Work Programme Items
In addition to individual items of business the Committee has as part of its Work Programme
undertaken a number of regular business items:

• Consideration of the Work Programme – at each meeting the work programme of the
Management Committee and the Overview and Scrutiny Panels is examined and requests for
additions to the work programme such as a review request are considered. In addition, the
Chairmen of the Overview and Scrutiny Panels have an opportunity to feedback to the
Management Committee on the operation of their panels.

• Consideration of the Current Executive Forward Programme – at each meeting the current
Executive Forward Programme is considered. If felt necessary, the Committee can ask for
further information or request the attendance of witnesses in order to seek further
information on a particular forthcoming Executive decision.

Overview and Scrutiny Support
Support to the Overview and Scrutiny Management Committee and Overview and Scrutiny
Panels is provided by Officers within the Democratic Services Team as part of its wider role in
supporting the democratic core of the Council. The objective of this support is to provide an
efficient, independent, evidence based function that enhances the democratic accountability of
the Council to its residents.

The function involves working closely with the Chairman of the Overview and Scrutiny
Management Committee and Overview and Scrutiny Panels, the Executive, Senior Officers and
other members of the Council.

Further information or answers to any queries relating to the Council’s Overview and Scrutiny
functions or this report can be obtained from Kevin Jacob, Principal Democratic Services Officer
and Statutory Scrutiny Officer. Contact details are set out below:

Democratic Services, Wokingham Borough Council, Shute End, Wokingham, RG40 1BN
Tel: 0118 974 6058 Fax: 0118 974 6057 Email: democratic.services@wokingham.gov.uk

Kevin Jacob
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Dates for Overview and Scrutiny Management Committee meetings in 2011-2012
The following dates have been agreed, but could be subject to change. Please see the Council’s
website or contact the Democratic Services Team to double check a particular meeting is taking
place.

Wednesday 1 June 2011
Tuesday 19 July 2011
Tuesday 20 September 2011
Tuesday 15 November 2011
Tuesday 17 January 2012
Monday 19 March 2012

IMPLICATIONS OF THE GOVERNMENT’S POLICY AGENDA
The Decentralisation and Localism Bill was published in December 2010 and sets out major
reforms to the relationship between central and local government and between the citizens and
the state. At this stage it is too early to fully understand all of the implications of the Bill for
overview and scrutiny, but its provisions will need to be considered in detail should they become
law.

One aspect of the Localism Bill which it is possible to highlight at this stage, is the provision
relating to the Committee System of governance. The bill provides for authorities operating
Executive arrangements, (elected Mayor or Leader and Cabinet) to opt to return to the
committee system of decision making. If an authority did choose to return to the Committee
System, the authority may decide to retain an overview and scrutiny Committee but there is no
obligation on the authority to do so. For authorities that continue with Executive arrangements
the requirement to maintain at least one overview and scrutiny committee will remain.

Where an authority chooses to establish an overview and scrutiny committee or is continued to
be obliged to do so, the Bill proposes to the carry over the majority of existing overview and
scrutiny provisions as set out in the Local Government Act 2000, Local Government and Public
Involvement in Health Act 2007, Police and Justice Act 2006 and the Local Democracy, Economic
Development and Construction Act 2009.

Other aspects of the Government’s agenda such as the proposed changes to the National Health
Service as part of the National Health and Social Care Bill will need further consideration.

Work Programme for 2011-2012
It is important that the Management Committee takes continued ownership and control of its
work programme and that of the Overview and Scrutiny Panels by deciding what topics are
important and what should and should not be included.

The Committee has previously agreed six review topic selection criteria to assist in this process:

• the issue should be local, and preferably of current concern.

• the issue has a bearing and is linked to the Council corporate objectives

• the issue is not being reviewed elsewhere

• the issue is capable of being influenced by Overview and Scrutiny
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• the issue is of manageable scope and is not too wide ranging and yet of sufficient size to
warrant a scrutiny review

• there are sufficient resources to support the scrutiny review.

In March 2011 the Committee considered an initial list of possible review items for inclusion into
the work programme for 2011-2012. These will be further considered and it is anticipated that
topics will be allocated to the Overview and Scrutiny Panels at the meeting on 1 June 2011 so the
Committee and Panels can continue their work as soon as possible in the new municipal year.

The Management Committee will also consider other topics for inclusion and the following
section sets out how local residents can become involved in Overview and Scrutiny

Community Involvement in Overview and Scrutiny
Wokingham Borough Council wants Overview and Scrutiny to be open and accessible to as many
residents as possible. A central aim of the process is to seek to improve outcomes for residents
through the scrutiny process. Residents can become involved by:

• Attending Overview and Scrutiny meetings – All meetings are open to the public to attend
and are held in the evening to seek to encourage wider participation.

• Copies of Agendas and Minutes relating to Overview and Scrutiny can be accessed via the
Council Offices, Libraries and on-line at http://www.wokingham.gov.uk/council/minutes-agen-
das/agenda-and-minutes/ Residents can opt to receive automatic notification by email of
when new Agendas and minutes are added to the Council’s website.

• Members of the public have the right to ask questions on general matters relating to
Overview and Scrutiny and on specific agenda items.

• Members of local organisation or individual local residents may be asked to contribute to a
review by supplying information, advice or views and/or attend meetings as a witness.

• Request that an issue be considered by overview and scrutiny as a review item. It is now
possible for local residents to use the Council’s website to complete an on-line scrutiny review
suggestion form. This is available at

http://www.wokingham.gov.uk/council/decision-making/scrutiny/request-a-scrutiny-review/
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Section 2

CORPORATE SERVICES
OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY PANEL

ANNUAL REPORT

MARCH 2011

BY

COUNCILLOR NORMAN JORGENSEN

CHAIRMAN
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Introduction

1. The role of the Corporate Services Overview and Scrutiny Panel is to scrutinise, review
and assist with the policy development of:

a) the Council’s budget and policy framework;

b) services that support the Council’s vision and corporate priorities, excluding matters
relating to Children and services which are covered by other scrutiny bodies.

2. The work of the Panel is overseen by the Overview and Scrutiny Management Committee.
The Chairman of the Panel is a Member of the Management Committee and reports back
on the work programme of the Panel at each meeting. In the case of review topics the
Panel can either carry out the review itself or create a Task and Finish Group to undertake
the review.

3. The Panel is made up of six Members, five Conservative and one Liberal Democrat. Each
party also appointed two substitutes.

Councillors 2010/2011

Norman
Jorgensen
Chairman

Jenny
Lissaman

Stuart
Munro

Michael
Firmager

Vice-Chairman

Alistair
Auty

Chris
Bowring
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Substitute Councillors

Work Programme

4. During 2010/11 the Panel have been updated on

a) the recommendations which came out of the Burials Task and Finish Group’s review.

b) the recommendations from the Finance Overview and Scrutiny Panel’s review on
possible assistance to residents during the recession.

The Panel also received a briefing on the Council’s website which provided information on the
work that would be undertaken to improve the Council’s website and to make it more user
friendly.

5. The Overview and Scrutiny Management Committee and Audit Committee were requested
by Council to investigate and make recommendations on the governance arrangements
for local authority companies and the Trading Enterprises Sub-Committee with a view to
ensuring they are open, transparent and fully accountable to Councillors and to members
of the public. This review was delegated to the Corporate Services Overview and Scrutiny
Panel.

Witnesses included the Chief Executive, the Head of Governance and Democratic Services,
the Senior Solicitor, the Leader of the Council, the General Manager Business Services, the
Director of Transformation, the General Manager Policy and Partnerships and the
Executive Members for Finance and Community Regeneration. Information was also
sought from Essex County Council who had established Essex Cares, a social care
company. The report and its recommendations were agreed by the Executive on 22
February 2011. The Audit Committee considered the Panel’s report at its meeting on 26
January 2011 and made a number of comments.

6. Councillor Singleton reported that there had been some perceived dissatisfaction with the
consultation process. Firstly, the consultation questions asked were queried, in particular
whether they offered respondents an opportunity to offer their personal views. He also
raised the issue of closed questions, which did not allow respondents to offer more varied
responses or justify their views. Secondly, the manner in which the Council appraised
responses, and the transparency of that process, was questioned. Councillor Armstrong
raised concerns over the consultation methods used. On 26 July 2010 the Overview and
Scrutiny Management Committee decided to combine these as one review and referred
the matter to the Corporate Services Overview and Scrutiny Panel.

Malcolm
Armstrong

Kate
Haines

Malcolm
Storry

Pam
Stubbs
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7. The Corporate Services Overview and Scrutiny Panel created a Task and Finish Group to
conduct a review of the consultation process. The Members of the Task and Finish Group
are Councillors Norman Jorgensen, Michael Firmager, Malcolm Armstrong, Alistair Auty,
Chris Bowring, Jenny Lissaman, Stuart Munro and Chris Singleton. This review has been
deferred.

8. At its meeting on 26 July the Overview and Scrutiny Management Committee delegated a
review on the Council’s policy and response to wards major licensed live music and public
entertainment events. This review was deferred in January 2011 in light of a then legal
challenge to the granting of licence for a major licensed event in the Borough, but the
review has remained on the Panel’s work programme for consideration later in 2011.

2011/2012 Work Programme

9. The Panel will:

a) Continue to monitor the implementation and progress of the recommendations of the
Burial Task and Finish Group;

b) Continue monitoring the implementation of the agreed recommendations of the Finance
Overview and Scrutiny Panel’s Review into Possible Assistance to Residents during the
Recession;

c) Review the implementation of the recommendations from the Panel’s review on the
Governance Arrangements of Local Authority Trading Companies and the Executive
Trading and Enterprises Sub-Committee after a period of 12 months (February 2012);

d) Carry out scrutiny review of the consultation process;

e) Carry out scrutiny review of the Council’s policy and response towards major licensed
live music and public entertainment events;

f) Undertake any other scrutiny reviews referred to it by the Overview and Scrutiny
Management Committee or requested by Council.

Norman Jorgensen
Chairman of the Corporate Services Overview and Scrutiny Panel
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Section 3

CHILDREN’S SERVICES
OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY PANEL

ANNUAL REPORT

MARCH 2011

BY

COUNCILLOR PAULINE HELLIAR-SYMONS

CHAIRMAN
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UPDATE REPORT OF CHILDREN’S SERVICES OVERVIEW AND
SCRUTINY PANEL

1) The role of the Children’s Services Overview and Scrutiny Panel will be to scrutinise,
review and assist with the policy development of:

a) those matters relating to the Children’s Act 2004, “Every Child Matters” and any
subsequent legislation relating to the delivery of Children’s Services by the Council;

b) those matters set out in Section 499 of the Education Act 1996 (as amended by Section
9 of the School Standards and Framework Act 1998) and all other legislation such as
the Children Act 1989;

c) services that support the Council’s vision and corporate priorities for children and
young people including, amongst others, the following areas:

i) Schools;
ii) Early Years Settings and Children’s Centres;
iii) Safeguarding and Child Protection;
iv) Looked After Children and Young People;
v) Family Support Services for Children and Young People;
vi) Services for Children with Special Educational Needs and Disabilities;
vii) Inclusion and Attendance;
viii) School Transport; and
ix) Youth Services.

2) The Overview and Scrutiny Management Committee oversee the work of the Panel, as well
as that of the other two Overview and Scrutiny Panels. The Chairman of the Panel is a
Member of the Management Committee and reports back on the work programme of the
Panel at each meeting. The Panel may create time limited task and finish groups if
expedient.

3) The Panel has six Members, five Conservative and one Liberal Democrat, with two
substitute Members appointed for each party as set out below.

Councillors 2010/2011

Pauline
Helliar-Symons

Chairman

Kate
Haines

Vice-Chairman

David
Chopping

Prue
Bray

Chris
Singleton

Claire
Stretton
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Substitute Councillors

Chairman’s Report
4) This is a new Panel and very little of its work has ever been done before, except as part of

the Improvement Board which came to WBC between 2009 and 2010, after the poor
report into Children’s Services. In the Autumn of 2010, OFSTED reported that it was
satisfied that the new Scrutiny Panel could continue the monitoring and other work done
by the Improvement Board in a sustainable way, and that the I.B would leave. As a result,
the Panel, every meeting, does the following: Monitoring of Performance data for
Safeguarding and Social Care generally, of progress on the OFSTED Action Plan that was
drawn up after OFSTED’s last visit, of School Performance data, including NEETs and
Looked After Children, as well as other specific categories. These include School OFSTED
reports and so far the Panel has monitored eight schools. It also reviews information on
what the Department has done with low scoring schools, with particular attention to any
underperformance of the more able children. A Task and Finish group is being set up to
look at why bright children are not always achieving the best of which they are capable, at
primary and secondary levels, and the role of Governors in challenging this. This is in the
context of our work on scrutiny of School Improvement.

5) The Panel has discussed and agreed with officers the most useful kind of performance
data for Wokingham’s children, and made it very much more in tune with the local scene,
rather than just looking at the previous government ‘tick boxes’. This gives a much more
relevant picture of what is actually happening to our children.

6) Projects the Panel has worked on have included looking at how the Department addressed
the need to provide an unexpected number of primary school places last year the
robustness of the process for consulting on school reorganisation and updates on the
comprehensive spending review; and has also asked officers to take up the SEN report
completed by the Scrutiny Committee some three years ago, and with which no one had
done anything: the recommendations have now been addressed. There is some long and
ongoing research in a Task and Finish Group (in conjunction with the Parenting Board) into
what is happening to our Looked After Children, interviewing internal witnesses (officers
and Executive member), Foster Carers themselves, the Prince’s Trust, other Councils, and
Looked After Children. An interim summary of findings is being given to the Parenting
Board to use, and there will be a full report to full Council at the end of the summer. This
is an important area which has never figured very highly on our priorities as a whole
Council.

7) The relationship developed with Department officers is good and cooperative, while at the
same time being searching as to what they have done, are doing, and are planning.

Kay
Gilder

Kirsten
Miller

Sam
Rahmouni

Bob
Wyatt
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The Panel meets most months for a long evening’s work, and the Task and Finish Group
meets each month in addition to the Panel meetings. There has also been training and a
great deal of background reading to do for all members of the Panel.

8) The Panel is on course to achieve the agenda set at the start of the year. There is still
programmed in for this municipal year, on top of the meeting by meeting items, a report
on school exclusion and the work of the PRU (with the Head of the PRU reporting), and an
annual report by the Chairman of the local Safeguarding Children’s Board, and how the
LSCB performs its quality assurance role.

Councillor Pauline Helliar-Symons
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COUNCILLOR TIM HOLTON

CHAIRMAN
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COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY PANEL

ANNUAL REVIEW

Introduction

1) The Community Partnerships Overview and Scrutiny Panel was established by Council in
May 2010.

2) The role of the Panel is to:

a) scrutinise, review and assist with the policy development relating to delivery of the
Sustainable Community Strategy, including associated Partnership Plans and the Local
Area Agreement or similar arrangements as may be established by legislation;

b) scrutinise and review the work of the Wokingham Borough Strategic Partnership and its
sub groups;

c) exercise the Council’s crime and disorder responsibilities as set out in Section 19 of the
Police Justice Act 2006.

3) The Overview and Scrutiny Management Committee oversee the work of the Panel, as well
as that of the other two Overview and Scrutiny Panels. The Chairman of the Panel is a
Member of the Management Committee and reports back on the work programme of the
Panel at each meeting. The Panel may create time limited task and finish groups if
expedient.

4) The Panel has six Members, five Conservative and one Liberal Democrat, with two
substitute Members appointed for each party as set out below.

Substitute Councillors

Tim
Holton

Chairman

Norman
Gould

Vice-Chairman

Phil
Challis

Alistair
Corrie

Kate
Haines

Emma
Hobbs

Andrew
Bradley

Charlotte Haitham
Taylor

Sue
Smith

Dee
Tomlin
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5) Irrespective of political allegiance, all Members of the Panel have worked together to
support the interests of the residents of the Borough.

6) The Panel have five scheduled meetings a year. The learning curve for Members during
this first year has been steep, with the topic of partnerships being a complex one, and it is
important therefore to maintain continuity of membership as far as possible to retain
knowledge and understanding.

2010/2011 Work Programme

7) The Panel has scrutinised a range of issues to do with the Wokingham Borough Strategic
Partnership during 2010/11, including:

a) the development of the Wokingham Borough Strategic Partnership and its functions;

b) the aims and objectives of the Wokingham Borough Strategic Partnership;

c) the current structure of the Wokingham Borough Strategic Partnership;

d) the membership of the Wokingham Borough Strategic Partnership;

e) the operation of the Community Safety Partnership;

8) At the request of the Overview and Scrutiny Management Committee, and because the
previous Panel (the Service Development Overview and Scrutiny Panel) had undertaken
the review, the Panel had a six monthly update on the Putting People First (PPF) Initiative.
The Panel were reminded about the background to PPF and the changes that it would be
bringing about for adult social care users. The Panel heard how the PPF work in
Wokingham Borough was one of the most active programmes in the South East, and other
local authorities had been approaching the Council for advice on the matter. The update
included information about what had been happening for PPF since the last report and the
plans for the future. A further update on PPF has been requested by the Panel for June
2011, which will include statistics on the number of elderly users, graduates from Children’s
Services and other key demographic groups.

Task and Finish Groups
1) Flooding and Sustainable Planning

Community Partnership Overview and Scrutiny Panel created a Task and Finish Group to
conduct a review of Wokingham Borough Council’s flooding and sustainable planning
policies. In particular it looked at the outcomes of the review undertaken in 2001 following
the 2000 flooding incident. It also considered the impact of new legislation relating to
flooding.

The Members of the Task and Finish Group were Councillors Tim Holton (Chairman), Phil
Challis, Norman Gould and Emma Hobbs. The Group called on witnesses from the
Environment Agency, Thames Water, the Loddon Valley Residents’ Association, Wokingham
Borough Council and the Executive to give a wider view as to the policy area.

The Task and Finish Group produced a report with a number of recommendations relating
to flood and water management which is due to be presented to the Executive on 31 March
2011.
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2) Wokingham Borough Strategic Partnership
The Community Partnerships Overview and Scrutiny Panel decided to set up a Task and
Finish Group to investigate and review the Wokingham Borough Strategic Partnership
further following a number of presentations given to the Panel as a whole.

The basis of the review was to help the Group gain a clear understanding as to the
operation of the Wokingham Borough Strategic Partnership and the manner in which its
various groups interact with each other. They also researched the work of the Sustainable
Communities Partnership as a case study of one of the sub-partnerships, to ascertain its
operation within the wider Wokingham Borough Strategic Partnership and the extent to
which this reflects the experiences of other elements of the structure.

The Members of the Task and Finish Group were Councillors Norman Gould (Chairman),
Phil Challis and Charlotte Haitham Taylor. The Group called on witnesses from the Cultural
Partnership, Voluntary Action Wokingham Borough, and Wokingham Borough Council
(both Officers and Members).

The Task and Finish group produced a report with a number of recommendations relating
to the Wokingham Borough Strategic Partnership which is due to be presented to the
Community Partnerships Overview and Scrutiny Panel on 3 March 2011, after which it will
be presented to the Executive and the Wokingham Borough Strategic Partnership.

2011/2012 Work Programme

3) The Panel’s work programme for 2011/12 is being presented to the Panel for consideration
on 3 March 2011 and will be populated further over the next couple of months. Initially it
would be likely to include the following:

a) An update on the Flooding and Sustainable Planning Task and Finish Group report
recommendations following submission to the Executive on 31 March 2011;

b) An update on the Wokingham Borough Strategic Partnership Task and Finish Group
report recommendations following submission to the Executive and the Wokingham
Borough Strategic Partnership;

c) Review of some of the other Wokingham Borough Strategic Partnership
sub-partnerships;

d) An update on the Putting People First Initiative;

e) An update on the Sustainable Community Strategy;

f) Scrutiny of the Council’s crime and disorder responsibilities as set out in Section 19 of
the Police Justice Act 2006.

Tim Holton
Chairman of the Community Partnerships Overview and Scrutiny Panel
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Appendix A

LEARNING AND DEVELOPMENT SESSIONS

During 2010-2011 the Committee received learning and development sessions on:

• Risk Management for Overview and Scrutiny

• Questioning Skills

During 2010-2011 the Chairman of the Overview and Scrutiny Management Committee received
the following learning and development sessions on:

• Chairing Overview and Scrutiny
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Appendix B

OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY
WORK PROGRAMME SUGGESTION FORM

I would like to suggest a Scrutiny or Policy Review item for the Overview and Scrutiny
Management Committee’s next work programme.

I would like to suggest that the following matter is reviewed:

(Please continue on a separate sheet if necessary)

Reasons for suggestion:

(Please continue on a separate sheet if necessary)
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Would you like to attend the Overview and Scrutiny Management Committee to make a
statement in support of your request?

Yes No

Please complete and return to:

Kevin Jacob, Democratic Services
Wokingham Borough Council
Civic Offices, Shute End
Wokingham
RG40 1BN

Are there any specific aspects of the issue you would like scrutiny to focus upon?

(Please continue on a separate sheet if necessary)

What would you like to see coming out of the review in terms of outcomes?

(Please continue on a separate sheet if necessary)



Business Assurance and Democratic Services
Council Offices
Shute End
Wokingham
Berkshire
RG40 1BN
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